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Physical abuse:
action needed

Inflicting a known toxin on someone who does not
want it is physical abuse. It is now established
scientifically that wireless devices, such as mobile
phones, phone masts, and wifi, can be toxic.
Wireless radiation can cause EHS symptoms and
cancers, along with cardiovascular, fertility and
neurological damage.
People have the basic human right to a life free
from attack by acid, nerve agents or wireless
radiation. This is a key role of government.
Society now bans smoking, asbestos, lead and
unlabelled peanuts.
Electromagnetic energy can be toxic. Action is
urgently needed to stop this physical abuse.

ES Aware Day
June 11 2018
Plan what you can do. Ask your
school, shops or library to Go Green
and switch off wifi for the day.
On June 11 2015, 15-year-old Jenny
committed suicide after her school
refused to let her work in a ‘green’
environment without wifi radiation.

Open Letter on the EHS Research

Dariusz Leszczynski, Adjunct Professor of
Biochemistry, University of Helsinki, sent a sixpage “Open Letter on the Electromagnetic HyperSensitivity Research” on February 4 2018 to
leaders at the World Health Organization. It is
critical of many assumptions made about EHS
which result in negative results.
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Two big studies confirm cancer

In February 2018 The USA’s $25m National
Toxicology Program study found increased cancer
tumours in animals from mobile phone radiation.
In March 2018 Italy’s €5m Ramazzinin Institute
study also announced increased cancer tumours
in animals exposed to phone mast radiation.
There is now, therefore, a strong and growing
demand by leading experts to re-classify radio
frequency radiation from 2B (possible) to a class 1
(certain) human carcinogen.
Society must rethink whether to permit this known
carcinogen in schools, hospitals and homes.

“Silent killer in your bedroom...
a mobile phone”

“Dame Sally Davies, the chief medical officer, has
advised that mobile phones should be turned off
before bed, as she warned that the cocktail of
pollution caused by modern life was a risk to
health.” (Chris Smyth: “Silent killer in your
bedroom... a mobile phone” Times, March 2 2018)
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ES-UK NEWS
New logo and headings
We are trying out a new colour scheme and logo.
If you have strong views, let us know, but we
cannot please everyone!

referred to ‘potential
health risks, following
the WHO/IARC’s
‘possible’ health risks of
cancer. In the last few
years the leading
experts say that the new
evidence requires
WHO/IACR to reclassify
wireless as a class 1
(certain) human
carcinogen. It is inappropriate for a commercial
group like the ASA to try to censor accurate health
information.

New colour Information Leaflet
We hope to include an example of our new colour
Information Leaflet with this Newsletter. Many
thanks to all those involved with its production.

Thanks to all our supporters
Thank you to all who write and email MPs,
government, the Church of England and others
pointing out the current state of science. They
often do not realise how much the DH and PHE
are failing the UK’s population in public health.
Thanks for the Newsletter
Sue writes: “Thank you for your wonderful
newsletter. I would read it from cover to cover
while desperate and living in my car. No doubt,
your newsletter helped keep me alive.”

Advertising Standards Authority fails to follow
the science
On April 4 2018 the ASA published its finding,
upholding the complaints against the excellent
information poster displayed last May. A full
critique can be found on the ES-UK website. The
chair of trustees supplied over 160 pages and
some 500 studies fully substantiating the scientific
evidence for the poster. It was approved by our
experts in this field. In contrast, the ASA’s ruling
did not quote a single peer-reviewed study to
disprove all these hundreds of studies.
The ASA announced even before it received full
substantiation that it would find against the poster.
Some people wonder whether the ASA has a
conflict of interest, since it is financed by
advertisers including the wireless industry. It also
acts anonymously and without experts. The poster
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Data Protection
We aim to hold your name and address securely
in ES-UK’s database. If you wish ES-UK to
remove your details and you wish to stop
receiving the Newsletter, please email
enquirers@es-uk.info or write to The Treasurer at
the BM Box address.
Eunice Walker
Eunice died on March 25 2018 aged 96. She
suffered badly from radio signals in Liverpool.
Over the years she kept in contact with friends
who suffered similarly. She also wrote to MPs and
others explaining the harm that they were inflicting
on people like her, even though she did her bit in
the last war to prevent the people of Britain
experiencing such horrendous suffering.
[Eunice’s neat hand-written letters were always a
pleasure to receive, although it proved impossible
remove the cause of her ill health – Ed.]

ES-UK: 15 years on
infamous for being paid to protect polluting
industries. Similarly, the UK government set up
COMARE to quash concerns over the cancer
clusters discovered around nuclear power plants.

The charity Electrosensitivity UK was founded in
2003. The Editor reviews the current situation.
Electromagnetic Hyper-Sensitivity (EHS), then
called Radio Wave, or Microwave, Sickness, was
first described in 1932. Russian and Polish
research showed that EHS was a real physical
condition with many objective markers. By 1973
the World Health Organization’s conference on
EHS and other effects showed how far ahead
eastern countries were in EHS research. In 1953
the USA’s Schwan mistakenly claimed that radio
waves caused health effects only by heat.

As a result the UK lags behind in recognising EHS
and similar harm. It still clings to Schwan’s 1953
mistake that only a heat rise of one degree in six
minutes has adverse affects. Exercise in the gym
can also raise temperature this amount, but not
cause cancer, neurological illnesses or EHS like
radio frequency radiation.
France has banned wifi in nurseries and infant
schools and will ban mobile phones in schools up
to the age of 15 from
September 2018.
California has issued
public health
warnings on mobile
phones.

At first mainly electrical, radio and radar workers
were affected. Staff in the American Embassy in
Moscow were bombarded with microwaves and
experienced specific electrosensitivity symptoms
and cancers. The USA Air Force also used
microwave symptoms against women protestors
at Greenham Common airbase in Berks.
Microwaves were also used in middle east wars,
Northern Ireland and Palestine.

In 2014 people with EHS were shown to be nearly
10 times more likely to have particular genes.
Objective measures like blood prefusion scans, 3d
fMRI scans and molecular markers now also help
EHS diagnosis. EHS has also been shown to be
different from Electrophobia or the nocebo effect.

Mobile phones workers developed EHS in
the1980s, especially in Sweden. It was
recognised internationally as ‘El-allergy’ in 2000
and Sweden, followed by Canada and the USA,
recognised EHS as a functional disability.

International biological safety
guidelines, such as
EUROPAEM 2016, now
specifically protect sensitive
people, as required by
ICNIRP in 2002. ICNIRP’s
chair has said people can
choose either long-term
biological limits or its own 6minute heating limits. The UK
Department of Health and PHE say they follow
ICNIRP, so we look for these protective limits.

In the UK Alasdair and
Jean Philips collected
evidence and helped
people with EHS. Jean
and others set up our
charity ES-UK in 2003.
Parts of the UK government accept EHS
symptoms, such as the military and, since 2011,
some departments. From 2012 UK tribunals have
made grants to people unable to work because of
their EHS. Other parts of the UK government try
to deny the existence of EHS. The Department of
Health and its agency the NRPB (later the HPA
and now the PHE - Public Health England)
created the AGNIR committee in 1990 to quash
genuine concerns. Its chair was Sir Richard Doll,
famous for his work on smoking, but also
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We are also waiting for the NHS to catch up with
the science. Doctors need training in how to deal
with EHS, as do employers, hospitals, schools
and businesses. And society needs to rethink
whether it can use a toxic substance like
electromagnetic energy safely for everyone.
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UK NEWS
Devon: eviction order against person with
MCS and EHS
Kate Burrows, 46, and partner Alan, 48, lived in a
mud hut in the Tarka valley near Chumleigh in
Devon. They built it in 2015 on their small-holding
within six weeks as their home to stave off her
Multiple Chemical Sensitivity, including allergies to
mains water, electricity, wifi and paint. The mud
hut has completely restored her health. North
Devon Council issued an eviction notice because
the couple had not been given planning
permission, and the couple lost their appeal
against it. Kate says she will try to defy the
eviction order as she is “allergic” to the
Travelodge hotel it wants her to move into and
she would become bedridden: “I have been in one
before and I could not sleep, I would be so ill in 24
hours.” They say that they have 60,000 signatures
on a petition supporting them. (“Devon mud hut
pair reject Travelodge offer” BBC News,
December 15 2017; “Council to evict woman who
lives in a mud hut” Daily Telegraph, December 16
2017; Connor Boyd: “'I would be so ill in 24 hours':
Couple who are 'allergic to 21st century housing'
are told they must leave their mud-hut - but
REJECT council's offer to live in a Travelodge!
Daily Mail, December 18 2017)
UPDATE: Kate Burrows and her partner Alan
have left the unique home after a council took
enforcement action against them. They say they
have been 'bullied' out. (Joel Cooper: “Devon
couple say they have been 'bullied' out of their
Hobbit-style mud hut home by 'nimby' council”
Devon Life, March 27 2018)
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BBC Radio 2 Jeremy Vine show:
mobile phone health dangers and EHS
On December 18 2017 Jeremy Vine interviewed
Dr Mike Smith on the dangers of mobile phones.
The first caller, Julie from Surrey, explained how
using a smart phone with Bluetooth made her feel
hot, becoming worse and worse with sickness,
nausea and vertigo, ending in not being able to
use or be near smart phones. She can feel when
they are on, even if they are behind her and she
cannot see them, meaning that the EHS is not
psychosomatic or a nocebo effect. Dr Smith
stated that he did not believe that some people
are consciously sensitive to phone radiation and
instead, somewhat patronisingly, he
recommended a hearing test without even
examining the person he was advising.
Then Craig from Barnstable explained how he
used to keep his mobile between his legs while
driving, but developed an extreme urinary urge.
Two other people he knew also had bladder
problems and also kept their mobiles between
their legs or in trouser pockets. All three
recovered a month after they changed where they
kept their phone. Dr Smith said that he did not
know what to say, but added, curiously for a
doctor, that this was not “evidence”.
Wendy from Dawlish then explained how she
started using a mobile 13 years ago, but after two
years she suffered terrible burning from many
sources of radiation, including the TV, Christmas
lights, and street lamps outside her house which
the council then had to change. As a result she
now cannot visit theatres and restaurants or many
community places. It ruined her life and isolates
her. She commented on Dr Smith: “What that man
is saying is just ridiculous. It does effect people,
very badly.” Dr Smith then stated that sensitivity to
that degree is very unusual and that there was no
easy explanation he could give for it. Wendy
finished by saying that she talks about EHS to
doctors in Exeter, some of who know about it but
some do not. She was concerned that there will
be an explosion of youngsters who use modern
technology and will be like her in years to come.

David from Kent said that he was involved in the
rollout of mobile phone technology in the 1990s
and these problems were known, especially hot
spots in children’s soft tissue, but the government
deliberately suppressed research to safeguard its
revenue from the sale of 2G and 3G licences.
Louise mentioned her husband who died of a
brain tumour after using a Bluetooth earpiece
while driving, perhaps because some people are
more susceptible genetically, and his brother had
prostate cancer after keeping his phone is his
trouser pocket. A fertility adviser from Edinburgh
expressed concern about many men unaware of
the fertility problems from keeping a phone in their
trouser pockets. Jeremy Vine then declared that
they had got into something that may be too
profound and abruptly brought the topic to a
close, saying he had not found evidence linking
brain tumours with phone radiation.
The Jeremy Vine show on April 13 2018 covered
the Gateshead streetlights. People affected told of
their nosebleeds and insomnia. Two radio
engineers said they did not get EHS symptoms.

LBC: Dr Davis exposes tricks of public ‘health’
groups: PHE “negligence”
In December 2017 Iain Collins apparently raised
the subject of health effects from mobile phones
on an edition of radio LBC’s late night news, after
California issued its Public Health warning about
mobiles. Some people claimed that the sun was
more dangerous but Dr. Devra Davis really went
to town on the latest disclosure. People then
phoned in describing their health symptoms and
accusing Public Health England (PHE) of
negligence in failing to tell the truth. Dr Davis also
warned about the tactics used to prevent
disclosure of earlier public health warnings.
[If California is warning about the public health
risks of mobile phones, why isn’t the UK? - Ed.]
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Wifi sensitivity
From the Daily Telegraph:
“This week’s medical query comes courtesy of
Mrs MA from Bath, writing on behalf of her
husband who, three years ago, had the great
misfortune of suffering a right-sided haemorrhagic
stroke that has left him with both impaired
movement and sensation. Since then, he has
become “hypersensitive to electromagnetic fields”.
Proximity to Wifi networks, computerised till
systems, microwaves and so on all induce
“excruciating pins and needles on the affected
side”. His symptoms have worsened since the
provision of a stronger broadband in their village.
While she acknowledges this is a contentious
matter – given the prevailing scientific scepticism
that electrical sensitivity is a genuine
phenomenon – the localisation of his symptoms to
the side of the body affected would certainly
suggest these electrical fields are disturbing the
function of the damaged area of his brain. Might
anyone else, she wonders, be similarly affected?”
(“The Surgery”, Daily Telegraphy, February 5
2018)
Wifi sensitivity continued
A fortnight later, in “The Surgery” in the Daily
Telegraph, Dr James Le Fanu, who had been
sent information by Michael Bevington, Chair of
Trustees of ES-UK, kindly informed his readers
that “Electro Sensitivity UK has an information
leaflet on its website (es-uk.info): for those who
wish to investigate the matter further, a 64-page
pamphlet summarises the findings of 800
scientific studies into the phenomenon”.
(“The Surgery”, Daily Telegraphy, February 19
2018)
Church of England’s decision to allow 2B
cancer Wifi and masts
People have written to the Church of England
pointing out the errors of their ways. Worshippers
and residents around churches should not be
assaulted by a 2B carcinogen.
The Archbishop of Canterbury’s Communications
Officer replied to one correspondent quoting “no
convincing evidence” [!] from PHE’s discredited
AGNIR 2012 report - which has been shown to
be ‘inaccurate’ and unsafe’. He added that “There
is no obligation for any local church to participate”.
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Cancer warnings for children’s toys
Gifting a cell phone or smart toy could put your
child at risk for cancer, experts warned today.
Their advice comes after California recommended
that its residents take measures to keep more
physical distance between themselves and their
cell phones to minimize potentially dangerous
radiation exposures last week. (Natalie Rahhal:
“These techy Christmas gifts could raise your
child's risk of CANCER, former US health official
warns” Daily Mail, December 19 2017)
Government to limit screen time for under 13s
Matt Hancock, secretary of state for digital,
culture, media and sport, said that he wanted
varying time cut-offs for different ages on sites
such as Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat:
“There is a genuine concern about the amount of
screen time young people are clocking up and the
negative impact it could have on their lives.”
The limits would be enforced using a new legal
requirement for social media companies to ensure
that anyone setting up profiles is aged above
13. (Rachel Sylvester, Alice Thomson, Oliver
Wright: “Time limits for children hooked on social
media: Ministers draw up ‘cut-off’ laws to reduce
usage” Times, March 10 2018)
WEA course on Electromagnetic Pollution
The WEA (Adult Learning Within Reach) was
offering a course called “Electromagnetic pollution
- How can we minimise any risks?” (Ref:
C2419540). The Beginners’ 2-hour course was
being offered on March 9 2018 in Harrow.
Don’t keep your mobile in your pocket!
“Radio waves transmitted from mobiles can
interfere with pacemakers and some research
suggests links to cancer and infertility. Don’t keep
your mobile in your pocket or anywhere on you
when not using it. Switch off at night. Street lights:
High-intensity LED street lights can hit the amount
and quality of our sleep. Get black-out blinds.”
(Linsey Clarke: “Is your home making you ill? We
reveal how to tackle its hidden horrors after the
blue light health alert” The Sun, March 3 2018)
New political party
“Save Us Now (S.U.N.) is the all new Political
Party that will counter the collusion and crony
institutions and systems undermining our freedom
ES-UK Newsletter - Spring 2018 Vo.16 No.1

the rule of law,
democracy and
the peace of the
United Kingdom. … The names given to
Microwave Radiation devices are specifically to
direct the user from their real name. The reason
we don’t know how dangerous they are is that
their main function is to gather Data. The main
problem is that they are slowly killing us. It’s not
called Killer tech for nothing.”
(from the website http://www.saveusnow.org.uk/)

ES NEWS
Excellent video on EHS
This is an 8 minute piece by Claire Mawisa
reporting for Carte Blanche, the longest running
investigative programme on South African TV
(DStv, February 26 2018, 8 minutes). It features
Alwyn Lewies and Elsa Retief, trying to survive in
an increasingly hostile environment. Dr Hema
Kalan explains how the condition is underrecognised among doctors because it is still not
taught in medical schools.
https://carteblanche.dstv.com/electromagnetichypersensitivity/ (also on YouTube).
Excellent documentary on EHS refugees
“Wifi RefugeesNowhere to run: Electrosensitive
people try to escape wireless technology” (52
minutes, 2017) is an excellent documentary on
the awfulness of lives ruined by radiation from
mobile phones, WiFi, phone masts and smart
meters. https://rtd.rt.com/films/wi-fi-refugees/
EHS website in Holland
A new website in the Netherlands has an English
tab. It appears to be a modern take on alerting
people to the problems of EHS. EHS Zichtbaar,
EHS research in the USA
Dr Beatrice Golomb, Professor of Medicine at the
UC San Diego School of Medicine, has a survey
on electosensitivity - risk factors, triggers,
manifestations, etc. They hope to identify affected
individuals and matched healthy unaffected
controls, who may be willing to participate in a
study, to test biological markers that they believe
will elucidate mechanisms of EHS.
6

READERS’

5G

COMMENTS

London: more 2B cancer radiation
Up to 500,000 “small cells” or mobile “mini-masts”
are to be attached to lamp-posts all over London.
The brick-sized devices, for 5G networks in the
early 2020s, could be installed on council tower
blocks, hospitals, schools and GP surgeries.
London’s chief digital officer Theo Blackwell,
appointed by Sadiq Khan in August 2017, said the
investment was essential for instant internet
access. Secretary of State for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport Matt Hancock said: “It’s great to
see local authorities using the powers we’ve given
them to boost mobile signals.”
(Jonathan Prynn and Mark Blunden: “Hotspot
London: 'Mini-masts' to be installed on lamp-posts
across capital to boost mobile coverage” Evening
Standard, January 25 2018)

A message to all who are ES/EHS: be positive!
From one who cares:
“This is a very difficult time for all of the
population, but we are not alone and know the
truth, so we are better off than many and know
how to help ourselves and others – if they would
listen! ES-UK is there for you, as are others who
care, so stay positive and give out love and light.
Love is the greatest force and conquers all. Light
gives you and others insight and understanding.
Those who do no wrong will have help from those
on high, so pray if you need help.”
“Free Smoking and No Wifi”?
Or: “Free Wifi and No Smoking”?
Why do schools and pubs make this distinction
between human carcinogens? Passive Wifi is now
considered more harmful than passive smoking.
Smart meters: educating the installers
From a reader:
“Two days ago I saw a Npower van on my street
installing SMART meters. I waited till the workman
was free and invited him into my home to view my
shielding canopy and I filled him in on many of the
issues of EHS. He had no idea of the problems
with SMART meters or microwave emissions until
I told him. I informed him of some of the
associated symptoms and it turned out that he
actually had one of the symptoms himself. He said
he was now worried and would research more on
the ES-UK website. If we can all grab the chance
to convey the issues to workmen whenever we
see them installing SMART meters, word will
quickly spread amongst them. Hopefully, this will
expedite changes all sufferers are waiting for.”

Bristol 5G trial: March 2018
Bristol was to launch a 4G/5G test bed in March
2018, connecting a network run by BT and
provided by Nokia to the Bristol is Open smart city
platform. The test bed was to be launched on the
weekend of 17 March. Professor of High
Performance Networks at the University of Bristol,
Demetra Simeonidou, said that the trial would
provide “the first 5G public experience in the UK”.
(Keith Dyer: “Bristol to host UK’s first public 5G
test bed in March 2018” The Mobile Network,
November 27 2017)
5G installation Greenwich: later in 2018
O2 UK will trial 5G at the Millennium Dome in
North Greenwich later in 2018. Installation will
begin in March 2018.
(Kat Hall: “Mobile network O2 UK leaps into 5G
test bed with Greenwich trial” The Register,
February 22 2018)

EMF Aware Sussex conference

On Sunday July 15 2018, 10am-5pm, at Sedgewick Park, Horsham, Sussex,
there will a conference entitled: “Why is Wifi still in schools? Where are
the desperately needed ‘white zones’?” Speakers will include: Dr Erica
Mallery-Blythe, of PHIRE and a medical adviser to ES-UK, Debbie Fry,
whose daughter Jenny battled with her intolerance to Wi-Fi in school, Dr
Jean Monro, medical director and founder of the Breakspear Medical Group,
discussing aetiology of EHS, Dr Peter Julu discussing brain stem autonomic
response to mobile phone signals: a case report, and Michael Bevington,
ES-UK Trustee. Further information and tickets, £20, from Peter (01935
423002) or Bob (01273 726401).
ES-UK Newsletter - Spring 2018 Vo.16 No.1
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House for sale
A 3 bedroom semi-detached
house is for sale in Steyning
Sussex, adjoining an EHS
neighbour, and currently
in a low radiation area;
£349,950. Details from
Peter (01935 423002).

PHONE MASTS
Fairfley: “emissions not stopped by bricks”
Residents opposed a new phone mast in West
Dunbartonshire. Faifley Community Council
stated: “The emissions from these masts are not
stopped by bricks and mortar. Closing your door
and shutting your windows does not protect you.
Many eminent scientists argue that there is a link
between cancer/leukaemia and the siting of these
masts. We will strongly oppose this mast.”
(C.Stewart-Robertson: “Faifley residents say 'no'
to phone mast plan” Clydebank Post, Dec.8 2017)
Tax money to irradiate Scotland
A £25m Scottish government project, “4G Infill
Programme”, will fund mobile telephone masts in
locations with no existing 4G mobile coverage.
(“£25m project to tackle mobile 'notspots' in
Scotland” BBC News, March 12 2018)
Solihull rejects mast
Plans for a 15-metre Vodafone mast outside The
Lodge in Yardley Wood Road, Solihull, were
unanimously turned down by planning chiefs,
despite officers’ recommendations to approve it,
after objections from 700 petitioners. The Local
Development Plan policy is that a mast should be
at least twice its height from the nearest
residential properties. People spoke about the
health danger to children in the area going to
school or nursery. (Sarah Mason: “Victory for
people power as controversial mast plans
rejected” Solihull Observer, December 13 2017)
Walthamstow mast: health harm
Families living in The Risings in Walthamstow
objected to plans for an “eyesore” 20 metre phone
mast near their back gardens. They were worried
their health will be affected by possible radiation.
(Laura O'Callaghan: “Ugly phone mast could
damage our health, claim neighbours in The
Risings, Walthamstow” East London & West
Essex Guardian, February 14 2018)
Dame Judi Dench told to stop opposing mast
The actress Dame Judi Dench has been told off
because she only goes there on holiday. With a
dozen others, the Oscar-winner objected to the 15
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metre mast plan for Treen, near Zennor, Cornwall:
“The serenity of the area, those that live here, its
wildlife and wonderful natural beauty would be
adversely affected. I feel strongly that we should
protect this.” Kathy Cullen, 69, a retired secretary
from Treen, added: “I broke my ankle while at the
cliffs and couldn't call for help because I didn't
have a phone, but I survived. Lots of people don't
have a mobile phone. I don't like the idea of it,
radiation, EM fields. It gives you a headache.”
(Alex Green: “Dame Judi Dench is told to stop
interfering in Cornish village's dispute over mobile
phone masts” Daily Mail, April 15 2018)

Antennas on poles count as masts and require
planning permission
“The term 'mast' in para A.1(2)(c) of Pt 16 of Sch
2 to the Town and Country Planning Order 2015,
SI 2015/596, should be broadly interpreted, such
that each central support pole was a radio mast,
as it supported antennae which transmitted and
received radio waves. Accordingly, the Planning
Court, in allowing the claimant's application for
judicial review, held that the defendant local
planning authority had wrongly interpreted that
provision by having found that the support poles
installed at a building had not been masts.”
(Counsel Magazine, Mast Victims, Feb. 24 2018)
UK planning change needed for health
The National Planning Policy Framework (2012),
outlawing health issues (paragraph 46), conflicts
with the need “to ensure a healthy society”
(section 7), and “to pursue policies aimed at …
environmentally sound development” (Resolution
42/187 of the UN General Assembly, 1987).
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PUBLIC HEALTH – WHEN WILL THE UK CATCH UP?
RADIO FREQUENCY SAFETY GUIDELINES

UK PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS
Public Health criticised: “denying the lives of those it purports to defend”
“Public health today is crudely reductionist, often ignoring or denying the lives of those it purports to
defend. Public health has evolved into an elitist endeavour, more concerned with its own power,
reputation, and survival.” (Richard Horton: “Offline: Apostasy against the public health elites” The Lancet, February 17 2018)
Public Health England: “has morphed away from tackling threats to the public at large”
Comment on PHE by Mark Littlewood, director-general of the Institute of Economic Affairs.
“Public Health England, a £4 billion taxpayer-funded quango, seems to respect virtually no limits on the
use of government-imposed rules in directing, steering or banning individuals’ lifestyle decisions. The
concept of “public health” has been stretched to breaking point. The term should evoke John Snow’s
19th-century campaign against cholera in London, or planning work carried out to protect us from
biological attack. However, it has morphed away from tackling threats to the public at large.”
(Mark Littlewood: “Public Health England doesn’t deserve to keep its billions of taxpayer funding” Times, March 12 2018)

Air pollution: “government is failing to protect people’s health”
Environmental lawyer Alan Andrews from ClientEarth told MPs at the Commons ‘super inquiry’ that the
government is failing to protect people’s health by lacking leadership and political will over illegal air
pollution. He said: “Local authorities can’t solve all these problems themselves, there needs to be
national leadership.” The courts have twice ordered the UK government to deal with illegal pollution
urgently. (Client Earth: "UK government failing to protect public health and show leadership on illegal pollution” November 23 2017)

ES-UK Newsletter - Spring 2018 Vo.16 No.1
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PHYSICAL ABUSE
AND COMMON ASSAULT:

ALLERGIC AND INTOLERANCE REACTIONS
How far can enforced exposure against a person’s
will to a toxic substance which leads to allergic
and intolerance reactions, along with cancers and
infertility, be classified as physical abuse and
common assault?
Nearly 2.5% of US children have peanut allergy
Children’s peanut allergy has increased 21%
since 2010, and nearly 2.5% of US children may
have a peanuts allergy, according to the American
College of Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology.
(“21% increase in childhood peanut allergy since
2010” Science Daily, October 27, 2017)
Owner fined and jailed for death from peanut
allergy: “put profit before safety”
Mohammed Zaman, an Indian restaurant owner
with a “cavalier attitude” to safety was jailed for six
years at Teeside Crown Court in May 2016 for the
manslaughter of a customer with a peanut allergy,
after he supplied him with a curry containing
peanuts. Paul Wilson, 38, was meticulous about
his condition and asked for no nuts when staff at
the Indian Garden, Easingwold, North Yorkshire,
cooked his chicken tikka masala takeaway in
January 2014. Wilson, a bar manager, died from a
severe anaphylactic shock. Zaman was convicted
of gross negligence manslaughter; he swapped
almond powder in recipes for cheaper groundnut
mix, containing peanuts, despite warnings. Wilson
died three weeks after a teenage customer at
another of Zaman’s restaurants had an allergic
reaction that required hospital treatment. She had
been assured her meal would not contain nuts.
Richard Wright QC, for the prosecution, said the
owner had “put profit before safety. This
defendant was in charge … Ultimately the
prosecution says that the buck stops with the
boss.” (Press Association: “Restaurant owner
jailed for six years over death of peanut allergy
customer” Guardian, May 24 2016; Hugo Gye:
“'Penny-pinching' curry house boss 'killed allergic
customer” Daily Mail, May 23 2016)
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£3,004 fine for 20mg/kg of peanut protein
Suab Uddin, who owns Black Peppers Indian
Restaurant in Wrexham, pleaded guilty to
supplying a lamb tikka korma which contained
“the allergen peanut protein” at greater than
20mg/kg, contrary to Section 14 of the Food
Safety Act 1990. Wrexham Magistrates Court in
December 2016 fined him £1,600 and £1,244 in
costs. (“Boss of Wrexham restaurant heavily fined
for flouting peanut allergy risk“ The Leader,
December 16 2016)

Chef fined £2,300 for 1.8 milligrammes above
danger level
Mohammed Uddin, 44, a chef at Masala Indian
Cuisine in Victoria Street, Grimsby, was fined in
October 2017 more than £2,300 after traces of
peanut were found in a ‘nut free’ chicken korma.,
Prosecutor Marcus Hirst said: ‘the dish provided
at least 6.8 milligrammes of peanuts. Anything
above 5 milligrammes could result in reaction for a
high risk individual.” (Tanveer Mann: “Indian
restaurant fined for selling ‘nut-free’ Korma with
traces of peanuts in” The Metro, October 14 2017)
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Trial for food safety after teenager’s death
Mohammed Kuddus and Harun Rashid were due
to appear at Blackburn Magistrates' Court on 4
January, charged with manslaughter, failing to
discharge general health/safety duty to a person
other than an employee and contravening or
failing to comply with EU provision concerning
food safety and hygiene, over the death of Megan
Lee, a 15-year-old girl who suffered an allergic
reaction to takeaway food and died on January 1
2017 from acute asthma due to a nut allergy.
(“Manslaughter charges over takeaway allergic
reaction death” BBC News, December 15 2018) A
trial date has been set before a High Court Judge
at Preston Court on October 2 2018. (Aban
Quaynor: “Two men in court over Megan Lee
Royal Spice curry house death” Lancashire
Telegraph, February 8 2018)

Allergy sufferer died after waiter said his curry
did not contain peanuts
Dylan Hill, from Thursncoe, Barnsley, with a
severe nut allergy, collapsed after dining on May
17 2015 at Indian restaurant Shaam's in Barnsley
with his partner Demi Cash, and died in his
girlfriend's arms after being told by a waiter that
his curry did not contain peanuts, an inquest
heard. An inquest at Sheffield Coroner’s Court
heard that Mr Hill did not have his life-saving
EpiPen with him on the night of the tragedy. Miss
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Cash described how they had checked the menu
“to make sure there were no mention of peanuts”
in the ingredients list. In December 2014, it
became a legal requirement for any business
serving non pre-packed food to inform customers
of allergenic ingredients contained in their dishes.
(Danyal Hussain: “Apprentice builder, 18, with a
severe nut allergy died in his girlfriend's arms after
going out for a curry without taking his life-saving
EpiPen” Daily Mail, December 19 2017)
$15 million settlement after girl’s death from
peanut allergy
The parents of Natalie Giorgi, a 13-year-old girl
with a peanut allergy who died in their arms in
summer 2013, have reached a $15 million
settlement with the city of Sacramento, they said
July 5 2016. She died on July 26 2013 from
anaphylactic shock after eating a Rice Krispies
snack at a city-run camp during a family vacation.
The item contained peanut butter that was not
clearly detectable. The family's wrongful death
lawsuit, filed in 2014, said officials at Camp
Sacramento were warned numerous times that
Natalie had a peanut allergy, and that she was
careful about avoiding dangerous foods. After
eating the snack, Natalie knew something was
wrong and started vomiting 20 minutes later,
having trouble breathing. She went into cardiac
arrest. Her father, Louis Giorgi, a surgeon,
injected her twice with EpiPen he carried with him,
and then broke a medicine cabinet for a third
injection. The injections failed to stop the fatal
allergic reaction. He severed a tendon on his arm
when he broke the cabinet, ending his surgical
career. "Not only did he lose his daughter, he lost
his career," lawyer Roger Dreyer said. "There is
no closure for this family. The story continues
forever." In 2014 the family successfully lobbied
for a new state law that requires EpiPens in
schools. The family in 2014 also created the
Natalie Giorgi Sunshine Foundation dedicated to
reducing the number of food allergy deaths and
increasing the availability of epinephrine autoinjectors in public places. (Darrell Smith:
“Parents, city reach $15 million settlement in girl’s
death at Camp Sacramento” Sacramento Bee,
October 5 2016; David Boroff: “Parents of girl with
peanut allergy who died in their arms reach $15
million settlement with city of Sacramento” New
York Daily News, October 6 2016)
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Police arrest boy on suspicion of attempted
murder after allergy death
The mother of a teenage pupil who died of a
severe allergic reaction to cheese at school is
demanding answers from bosses as to how it
happened. Karan Cheema, 13, became seriously
ill at William Perkins High School, Greenford,
West London, in the middle of morning lessons on
June 28 2017. Staff rushed to help the popular
pupil, who was known to have allergies, but he
died after being rushed to hospital. It has been
claimed Karan was 'forced to eat' the cheese but
others have said it was 'flicked at his face' while
his mother claimed the food was 'rubbed against
his neck'. The police and an ambulance were
called.
His mother urged schools to have a better
understanding of allergens and appoint medically
trained staff on site to handle emergencies. She
said: “'Everyone would have known about his
allergies, wheat was life threatening to him. When
he was two he went into an anaphylactic shock
and that was when we first realised he was
allergic to wheat. The first one was milk at six
weeks old because his eczema got worse and
they did a series of skin tests to find out what he
was allergic to. At Great Ormond Street he went
into cardiac arrest and he died.”
Another boy was later arrested on suspicion of
attempted murder. Initial investigations were
conducted by Ealing Police and the matter was
then passed to the Homicide and Major Crime
Command.
(Rebecca Camber, Richard Spillett, Joseph
Curtis: “Mother demands answers from school
after her allergic son, 13, died 'because bullies
flicked cheese into his face'” Daily Mail, July 11
2018; “Second schoolboy killed by allergy” East
London News, July 11 2017)
School accused of failing in “their duty of
care” for allergy pupil who died
The mother of Nasar Ahmad, who suffered from
severe asthma and multiple allergies and died
after collapsing in the detention room of Bow
School in east London in November 2016,
accused his school of failing in “their duty of care”.
She said: “"We strongly believe that if Nasar's
care plan had been completed correctly, if staff
had been aware of the care plan and if it had
been followed properly, including administering an
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Epi-Pen as soon as possible, that Nasar would be
alive today." Coroner Mary Hassell wrote in
her narrative conclusion that, if he had received
medication more quickly and staff had
administered his EpiPen and adrenaline in the five
minutes it took for the ambulance arrive, it was a
“possibility but not a probability” that his life could
possibly have been saved. (“School 'failed' pupil
who died after allergic reaction in detention,
mother says” Independent, May 12 2017)

Day care centre closed after allergy death
Elijah Silvera, an allergic 3-year-old boy, died at
the Seventh Avenue Center for Family Services,
his Harlem Pre-K day care centre in the USA,
after eating a grilled cheese sandwich. The
Silvera family said that the boy, who suffered from
a dairy allergy, was served the lethal grilled
cheese sandwich despite the facility’s awareness
of his potentially fatal food issue. City officials
closed the operation five days after the death. The
city Health Department was leading the
investigation into the deadly mistake, officials
said. Vargas avoided questions specifically
related to Elijah’s death, declining to even indicate
if there was an epipen inside the building.
Neighbor Ruth Harris, who lives near the center,
wanted better answers about the little boy’s tragic
end. “They should be shut down and whoever is
in charge of this program should face criminal
charges,” said Harris. “I can’t even imagine what
this family is going through. “The city is very
committed to a very thorough investigation,” said
Administration for Children’s Services Deputy
Commissioner Lorelei Vargas.
(Adam Schrader, Ellen Moynihan, Larry McShane:
“Parents shocked after boy with dairy allergy dies
at Harlem day care: ‘We as moms bring our kids
here trusting” New York Daily News, Nov. 9 2017)
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Peter Rabbit film’s deliberate
attack on allergy sufferer
“Mocking allergic disease shows a complete lack
of understanding of the seriousness of allergy and
trivialises the challenges faced by those with this
condition”
Sony Pictures' film of Beatrix Potter's “Peter
Rabbit”, released in March 2018, was criticised for
mocking and trivialising the sometimes lifethreatening conditions of allergy suffers, where Mr
McGregor’s nephew is attacked with blackberries
after he’s discovered to be highly allergic to them.
Mr McGregor begins to have a severe reaction,
reportedly collapsing to the ground, choking and
turning red, before quickly stabbing himself in the
leg with an Epipen. The scene has been called
'socially irresponsible' by several groups
representing allergy sufferers.
Allergy UK said the film "mocks" allergy sufferers
and trivialises a life-threatening condition. Carla
Jones, the charity's chief executive, said:
"Anaphylaxis can and does kill. To include a
scene in a children's film that includes a serious
allergic reaction and not to do it responsibly is
unacceptable. Mocking allergic disease shows a
complete lack of understanding of the seriousness
of allergy and trivialises the challenges faced by
those with this condition.”
Sony Pictures on February 11 2018 admitted it
should "not have made light of Mr McGregor
being allergic to blackberries" and said it regretted
not being more aware and sensitive of the issue.
(Victoria Ward: “Peter Rabbit 'food bullying': Film studio
apologises over scene showing animals pelting allergic man
with blackberries” Daily Telegraph, February 12 2018;
Clarisse Loughrey: “Sony apologies for Peter Rabbit's
blackberry allergy pelting scene” Independent, Feb.12 2018)

Comments on Peter Rabbit film
See “the fear in your five-year old daughter's
face when suddenly she can't breathe”
Stacy Carr (Feb.13 2018):
“When you have seen the fear in your five-year
old daughter's face when suddenly she can't
breathe, she doesn't know why, and you rush to
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the Emergency Room and frantically find out you
need epinephrine and she has a food allergy, it
changes you. I don't expect you to understand
unless you have lived it. For the next months,
every time you go somewhere to eat, your
daughter starts to eat, then stops, looks up at you
with a worried face, and asks "are you sure
there's no nuts?". Until you have lived it, you won't
understand why. Why I would never, never take
my daughter to watch such a scene and have her
relive that moment: she won't understand other
people laughing at such a thing.”
Hydrogirl71: (Feb.9 2018):
“As a mother of a toddler allergic to several foods,
I am disgusted that Sony would make a joke out
of flicking an allergen at a food allergic individual.
Doing so is felony aggravated assault! What kind
of message does that scene send to kids?”
Tom Murray (Feb.10 2018)
“Warning: for those who have children that live
with food allergies (like mine), do NOT go see the
new Peter Rabbit movie. Finding “humour” in
bullying by Peter & friends to an allergy friend
(who then needs an Epi) is sickening. Shame on
Sony Pictures for finding humour in bullying
children like my daughter. Sickening.”
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TEACHERS HARMED BY SCHOOL RADIATION
UK teacher with EHS granted early retirement on health grounds
A UK teacher has kindly written the following article to draw attention to a
growing problem. Teachers are particularly prone to developing EHS, cancers
and neurological conditions if their schools allow the current extraordinarily high
levels of electromagnetic energy from wifi, laptops, tablets and mobile phones.
UK teacher retired on ill-health grounds as a
result of injury/illness from wifi in school
A UK teacher has been assessed by medical
advisors to the Department of Education as being
permanently unable to teach or carry out any
gainful employment, because of injury/illness
resulting from exposure to radio-frequency
radiation (ICD10 code W90) commonly known as
Electrosensitivity. This is the type of radiation
emitted by wifi, mobile phones, iPads, DECT
phones, smart meters and other wirelessly
transmitting gadgets now commonplace in all
British schools. Yet France has banned it from its
nursery schools, and other countries are following
suit.
The teacher stated that: “I fail to understand how
any head-teacher can possibly believe that they
are fulfilling their duty of care to staff, and their
safeguarding responsibility of children, by
imposing pulsating microwave radiation onto the
whole school community with little regard for the
severe (and in some cases life-threatening)
consequences of their actions”. How many headteachers are aware of the level of pulsating
microwave radiation in classrooms, school halls,
dining rooms, staff rooms, exam rooms?
Vulnerable pupils and staff may become
symptomatic at levels of pulsating
EMF(microwave) radiation in excess of 0.02v/m.
Yet levels in most schools will now reach
hundreds if not thousands of times greater than
this. When teachers take pupils on school trips,
they have to jump through hoops to ensure that
the correct safeguarding and risk assessments
are carried out in minute detail to ensure the
safety of staff and pupils. Yet how many headteachers have carried out such risk assessments
before installing powerful wifi systems into school
premises, or insisting that all teachers/pupils use
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microwave powered i-pads and i-phones as part
of their teaching/learning experience? How many
parents are aware of this? How many parents
take themselves and their children off to the GP
with the symptoms listed below – totally unaware
that their blind acceptance of wireless technology
could be inducing the debilitating symptoms that
they present.

There are often large notices in school staff rooms
identifying pupils at risk from anaphylaxis and
epilepsy, and warnings that peanuts should not be
brought onto school premises. Yet head-teachers
are breaching their own rules by imposing a
known environmental toxin on vulnerable pupils
and staff inducing such medical symptoms as
head pain, palpitations, chest pain, extreme
variances in blood pressure, heart arrhythmias,
nose bleeds, tinnitus, burning skin, eye pain,
visual disturbance in some cases so bad that a
teacher cannot see the pupils whom they are
teaching, lapses in concentration – sometimes so
bad that they lose their train of thought, nausea,
dizziness, in some cases loss of consciousness,
insomnia and anxiety for no apparent reason.
The accumulation of such symptoms over time
becomes so debilitating as to be completely
disabling, and can – if unchecked – lead to deep
depression and mental illness or DNA damage
14

which can promote cancer. Would you want your
child taught by a teacher who cannot see your
child, or who cannot think straight, or who is tired,
dizzy, nauseas or likely to lose consciousness in
the classroom. Would you want such a disabled
person to look after your child on a school trip to a
busy city?
Many other teachers (and other professionals)
have been forced to leave successful careers
because of illness/injury resulting from exposure
to pulsating microwave radiation since wifi was
installed in their place of work. Many of us had no
idea what wifi was or that it had been installed into
our work premises. In fact when an IT technician
told me about the link between my symptoms and
mobile phones & wifi I thought that he was
bonkers – how could an innocuous little gadget
which everybody used be dangerous – stupid
person! Little did I know how devastating the
consequences of being subjected to wifi radiation
at school would be and how socially, emotionally
and financially devastating it would become.
Being treated as a social outcast, having to isolate
oneself from virtually the whole of society, having
no income for several years because the
Department for Education constantly dwelled on
industry backed advisors was no joke. Children
and adults commit suicide because they feel
helpless in a fight against a system that appears
to have been brainwashed by the richest
companies in the world – companies that we read
about who set out to promote addiction to their
products, yet who do nothing to promote the
potential biological dangers of the pulsating
microwave radiation that they each emit –
dangers that cannot be seen or heard, but can be
felt as debilitating and distressing pain by
vulnerable people of which there appears to be an
ever-increasing number throughout the whole
world.
There is a rising tide of abhorrence within society
today, against abuse of individuals by those in
positions of power or influence. Depriving
vulnerable pupils of an education, and adults of a
successful career, through physical and emotional
abuse by the imposition of microwave radiation in
places of work and education, is a violation of
their most basic human rights. Head-teachers
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and Education departments should not be allowed
to continue to abuse vulnerable groups in this
way. We must all insist that every school, every
place of work and every hospital provides a “white
zone” or “digital-detox” room where the level of
pulsating microwave radiation is less than
0.02v/m. In most cases this would simply mean
moving wifi routers/boosters so that they do not
reach certain rooms/areas, banning mobile
phones, i-pads and other wirelessly transmitting
gadgets in these areas and the provision of a
hard-wired internet connection in this facility (as
all places of work used to have when they were
safe from microwaves).

Please record every single time that you are
mentally/emotionally abused by someone who
refuses to accept your severe hypersensitivity and
who continues to physically assault you with
pulsating microwave radiation. Dates, times,
names, symptoms, medical records and witness
statements should be noted and retained as
evidence. GP’s, Consultants, Headteachers,
Managers at work, Transport Managers & Hotel
owners etc must be made aware that they can no
longer assault vulnerable groups and get away
with it.
Emotional and physical abuse and assault are
illegal.
Write to the person(s) responsible, explaining
how their actions are abuse and assault.
And send a copy to ES-UK so that a national
picture of the extent of abuse and assault can
be created.”
(The “Selected Studies on Electrosensitivity (ES)
and Electromagnetic Hyper-Sensitivity (EHS)”
available on the ES-UK website under “Research”
provides established, convincing and consistent
evidence for specific EHS symptoms.)
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DR JEAN-PIERRE MASCHI:
ELECTROMAGNETIC POLLUTION AND MS
Electromagnetic Pollution
Dr. Jean-Pierre Maschi:
"Combat pour une idée La pollution électromagnétique" [Fight for
an idea – Electromagnetic pollution]
(2005) France Europe
Editions (2nd ed. 2 April
2005) 549 pages
(French) ISBN-13: 9782848251028.

Dr Machi’s hypothesis of 1965, now widely
accepted in scientific circles, was that
electromagnetic pollution caused a slow and
gradual electrocution of human organisms.
Depending on genetic factors and predisposition it
was largely responsible for most diseases known
as diseases of civilisation - rheumatic, cardiac and
neurological diseases - and in particular multiple
sclerosis. All of these are increasingly common in
industrialized countries but comparatively rarer in
developing countries.
This idea led him to develop a therapy aimed at
restoring the electromagnetic balance of the
body. It consists of applying to the spine dry
minerals which have been used for centuries in
thermal spas in the form of sludge, along with
general hygiene advice to avoid electrical
attack. After having experimented with this
therapy for a long time, he applied it from 1967 to
people with rheumatic conditions and later to
those with multiple sclerosis. Over the years
thousands of patients have been improved by this
therapy which has the advantage of being safe,
simple and inexpensive.
Convinced of the correctness of his views and
thinking that in the medical world any doctor could
only wish to help such patients at a lower cost, he
asked the medical authorities to examine his
theory and therapy. It was the start of an unusual
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adventure. In 1968
the Councillors of
the Order of
Doctors struck him
off for life, without
examining any of
his patients or
studying his treatment. He was prosecuted for
unlawful practice of medicine in 1971, 1974 and
1978. The press also called him a "charlatan", but
throughout these years Maschi was fiercely
defended by his patients who called him "Doctor
Miracle" and named his therapy "Maschitherapy".
It was not easy to be a forerunner, especially
when his theories contradicted those accepted in
medical circles and involved many elements of
modern life.
But in recent years the tide has turned. The public
is now very aware of environmental problems and
people no longer want to be medically
manipulated. Patients claim the right to healing
they consider appropriate and the right to use
therapies described by the medical authorities as
quackery. Meanwhile numerous scientific studies
from around the world have confirmed Dr
Maschi’s ideas on electromagnetic pollution. By
Decree dated March 1 1990, Mr. François
Mitterrand, President of the Republic, amnestied
Dr Maschi’s life ban from 22 years earlier by the
Disciplinary Section of the National Council of the
Order of Physicians. In February 2002, Dr Maschi
was completely rehabilitated by M Jacques
Chirac, President of the Republic.
Dr Maschi’s book recounts his disputes with
"experts" appointed by the Ministry of Health and
its three trials for illegal practice of medicine. He
reproduces documents and letters with the names
of about 100 medical and political people,
including 11 ministers of health, councillors of the
Order of Doctors, professors of medicine, and
politicians, who all rejected any idea not held by
their clique. These documents also prove that the
ministers at the Public Health Department were
generally incompetent in medical matters and that

their acts were largely dictated by powerful
"advisers" who provided totally erroneous
reports. Alone against all, Dr Maschi faced these
attacks a happy man, supported by the certainty
of the soundness of his theories and by patients
grateful for his therapy. This adventure reveals
modern society with its blinkered infrastructure
and the unspeakable methods used by some
“professionals” to eliminate, at any price, those
who propose different ideas.
(Stéphane Socquet: “Dr Maschi: Electromagnetic
Pollution” Magnétiseur Radiesthésiste)

Multiple Sclerosis and Electromagnetic
Pollution

Maschi JP: “Sclérose en plaques et pollution
électromagnétique : La théorie environnementale
d'une maladie neurologique” [Multiple Sclerosis
and Electromagnetic Pollution: The Environmental
Theory of a Neurological Disease] (French)
Pietteur Marco (2014) 346 pages.
ISBN: 9782874341571.
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) was first described in
1868 by the French physician Jean-Martin
Charcot, who then linked it to stress. At the

beginning of the 20th century, a viral theory
replaced the idea of stress, but the virus has still
not been discovered.
In 1965 Dr Maschi
first used the term
“electromagnetic
pollution”. In 1967 Dr
Maschi proposed the
multifactorial theory of
the cause of MS,
involving a genetic
factor of
predisposition and a
factor of the
environment:
electromagnetic
pollution.
Dr Maschi reckons that cases of MS have gone
from 1 million to 2.5 million. Electromagnetic
pollution causes a slow and gradual electrocution
of human organisms, and plays a key role in the
so-called diseases of civilizations, such as
cardiac, rheumatic, and neurological diseases,
and especially MS.

LIGHTS
Warning on LED streetlights
Public Health England (PHE) has warned that
new LED streetlights installed on British
roads could harm people’s eyesight and disrupt
their sleep, giving a feeling similar to “permanent
jet lag”. John O’Hagan, head of the PHE’s Centre
for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental
Hazards, said: “It is likely that bright light, of
almost any wavelength, could have an impact.
Disruption of the circadian system can have a
major impact on sleep quality and daytime
alertness. High levels of blue light are known to
cause damage to the retina in the eye.” “Some
people seem to be very sensitive to this light
modulation, resulting in headaches migraine and
less specific feelings of malaise,” the report
added. (Harriet Agerholm: “New LED streetlights
could damage eyesight and disrupt sleep, warns
Public Health England” Independent, April 3 2018)
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“Light blight”
A letter by June Cain of Ruthin Denbighshire
published in the Daily Mail on April 9 2018:
“I agree that light pollution is a modern blight
(Good Health). A year ago, LED lighting was
installed in my street and since then I’ve had
dreadful headaches. Black-out curtains have not
helped, forcing me to sleep in a room at the back
of the house.
Researching this problem, I discovered some
people are hyper-sensitive to the electronic
frequency of these lights.
I complained and the council sent workmen to
look at the street lights, but they dismissed my
concerns and said there was nothing that could
be done.”
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LED lights warning
“Electric light allows us to override the natural
light-dark cycle” says Prof. S Lockley, of Brigham
and Women’s Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts.
“It means we can do things like work or socialise
when it’s dark, but our biology suffers because
really, any light after dusk is unnatural.”
Prof. R Stevens, of the University of Connecticut,
adds: “I am persuaded that circadian disruption
from electric lighting is contributing to breast
cancer, and not only that, but to obesity, diabetes,
and depression.”
Modern street lamps may be a particular problem.
In 2016, the American Medical Association (AMA)
voiced concerns about the increased prevalence
of LED street lights, which, although they appear
white, give off a lot of light in the blue part of the
spectrum — which is the type most disruptive to
our body clocks.
“It is estimated that white LED lamps have five
times greater impact on circadian sleep rhythms
than conventional street lamps,” the AMA said.
Prof. Stevens adds: “There is a global effort to roll
out these very bright LED lights without adequate
vetting of how it might affect human health and
ecology.” The AMA advised that street lights
should be dimmable, be installed with shields
around them to reduce the amount of light
reflected upwards into people’s bedrooms, and
use bulbs that produce a warmer white light,
rather than the standard, cold blue-white light.
Our body clocks are most responsive to — and
therefore most easily disrupted by — light in the
blue part of the spectrum, of which daylight
provides a hefty dose, but which is also in LED
and fluorescent bulbs. Firelight, by contrast,
contains little short wavelength blue light, and lots
of longer wavelength red light, which the circadian
system is less responsive to. The bad news is that
light levels equivalent to those in an artificially lit
home (around 135 lux) are enough to suppress
melatonin, according to a study published in the
Journal of Pineal Research in 2012.
(Linda Geddes: “Diabetes, weight problems and
even cancer! Terrifying new research into light
pollution” Daily Mail, April 2 2018)
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Health effects

Light at night: increased
depression in elderly1
Light at night: increased
subclinical carotid
atherosclerosis in
elderly2
Light in evening:
suppressed melatonin3
Shiftwork that involves
circadian disruption:
2A (probable) cancer
(WHO/IARC)4

Obayashi K et al, 2018 PMID: 28992236
Obayashi K et al, 2015 PMID: 25357212
3
Gooley JJ et al, 2011 PMID: 21193540
4
WHO/IARC, 2007 Press Release No.180
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Gateshead’s street lights
In April 2018 Gateshead Council issued a
statement about their streetlights. They denied
that they cause cancer and stated that they use
2G or 3G radiation, not 5G. “According to local
scientist Mark Steele, 58, people living in the area
are experiencing symptoms of insomnia, nose
bleeds and several women have even endured
the horror of stillbirths since the introduction of
LED lamps that emit 5G radiation.” Shirley
Forster, 55, has endured nose bleeds since the
lights were fitted in 2016. Debbie Chisholm, 55,
also suffers sleepless nights. Shaun Drummond,
11, only started experiencing nose bleeds after
the lights were installed. According to Prof. U
Warnke, of the University of Saarland, EMF
radiation, which is given out by light transmitters,
causes disruption to the body's nitrogen monoxide
system, which keeps cells healthy and controls
gene expression. The European Academy for
Environmental Medicine (EUROPAEM) – EMF
working group notes such radiation has been
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linked to cancer, insomnia and mental-health
disorders. Previous studies have linked such
radiation to 'internal stress', which may lead to
genetic damage that can cause expectant
mothers to miscarry. Those exposed to the
highest levels of EMF radiation are 48% more
likely to lose their baby than women exposed to
the lowest amounts, according to a 2017 study by
the Kaiser Permanente Division of Research in
Oakland. According to EUROPAEM, the only
treatment for EMF-related illnesses is to eliminate
or reduce the radiation source.”
(Alexandra Thomson: “The town facing a
'humanitarian crisis' caused by the radiation from
state-of-the-art street lamps: Residents have

endured insomnia, nose bleeds and even
stillbirths, scientist claims” Daily Mail, April 10
2018. Jen Mills: “Nobody believes Gateshead
Council’s ‘smoke screen’ denial about 5G in their
street lights” Metro, April 10 2018. BBC News:
“Gateshead Council: Street lights 'don't cause
cancer or miscarriages'” April 11 2018. Kaya
Burgess: “‘The street lights will not give you
cancer’: Gateshead council tells conspiracy
theorist to lighten up” Times, April 11 2018. Alex
Matthews: “HEALTH SCARE: Fears new LED
street lights cause cancer insomnia, nose bleeds
and even miscarriages as council is accused of
‘secret 5G wifi trials’” Sun, April 11 2018)

INTERNATIONAL BOOKS
“EMF off!” (2018)
Olga Sheean has a wide
experience and unique
background as regards the
harm from EMFs, with
experience in Geneva at the
WHO, as well as in Canada. Her
analysis of the wireless dangers
which society faces is balanced
by empowering solutions. Dr
Andrew Tresidder, a trustee of
ES-UK, provided the forward.
Available from the website EMF
off! (ISBN: 978-1928103103).

“Jag är elöverkänslig” (2016)
Lena Männistö says: “There is
not much written about this
disabling sensitivity, so far as I
know, and nothing at all about
how it feels to be hit. Of course,
it's a disaster to not tolerate
electricity, but I've tried to give a
nuanced image of how it can be
to live in seclusion and isolation.
The need for contact with others
in the same situation led me to
start a blog. In this book I
present the texts from the
blog. The stories - which depict
everyday life and thoughts - are
personal and intended to create
hope.” (Swedish)
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“Elektrosensibel” (2017)
A book in German was
published in December 2017
called “Elektrosensibel –
Strahlenflüchtlinge in einer
funkvernetzten Gesellschaft
[“Electrosensitivity Radiation Refugees in a Telecommunications Networked Society”]
(ISBN: 978-3956316227. 326
pages).
It is by two doctors, Cornelia
Waldmann-Selsam and
Christine Aschermann.

COCONUTS, LEMONS AND JAGUARS
Phone and Wifi masts damage Goa’s coconut
and lemon crops
The installation of mobile and wifi towers across
Goa has affected coconut plantations. The size of
the coconut has been shrinking drastically and so
too the water content.
Horticulturist, Vivek Rao from Madkai said, “Since
the mobile towers have increased, the yield of
coconuts has reduced and the water inside the
coconut is gone. The problem is that the trees get
directly exposed to the beam of radiations
because of the height of the tower. In some
cases, I have heard that one side of the coconut
has gotten brown and the other remained green.”
Vinayak Raut, who owns a farm in Pernem, said:
“On my farm I used to get a massive yield but
currently over the last few years it has dwindled
and I feel that the recent mobile tower installations
in my area is the major factors and other owners
will agree on this.”
Environmentalist Rajendra Kerkar supported this
claim stating that there have been studies across
the country on the impact of mobile tower
radiation on coconuts. “I support this claim of the
horticulturalists that the mobile tower radiation
affects the coconut. In fact many famers from
across Goa have told me that mobile tower
radiations have affected the coconut plantation
and also the yield,” Kerkar said. “The yield of a
tree in the vicinity of a tower goes down drastically
and I have experienced it. For example, a lemon,
mostly, contains water. When it continuously
receives radiation, the water content is influenced
and the fruit shrinks and becomes bitter. I visited
one farmhouse in Maharashtra and the owner told
me that there is 70% reduction in their lemons,
after 5 cell towers were installed next to the farm.
Also farmers here in Goa have reported that
coconut trees are severely affected,” said
Nagappa Munnoli, a coconut vendor. Agriculture
Minister Vijai Sardessai said that department will
be asked to conduct in-depth study.
(“Coconut growers claim mobile towers affecting
yield” Goa Herald, November 8 2017)
ES-UK Newsletter - Spring 2018 Vo.16 No.1

96% of Jaguar sightings outside phone mast
radiation
“A new study finds that the big cats and dozens of
other threatened mammal species do best in
areas where there isn’t much human disturbance
— in particular, places where you can’t get any
coverage. The study, published in February 2018
in Biological Conservation, looked at the
distributions of 45 medium and large mammal
species in the Brazilian Atlantic forest and
compared that data to the distribution of cell
towers in the region. The results: Out of more than
18,000 animal observations (including everything
from in-person sightings to tracks and camera
traps), only 18% occurred in areas where there
was decent cell-phone coverage. The relationship
was even more striking for threatened species,
like the jaguar: Only 4% of sightings occurred in
locations where you could make a mobile phone
call.” (John R Platt: “No Cell-phone Reception?
That’s Good News for Jaguars: A new study finds
that the big cats and other endangered animals
do best in places where there’s no phone
coverage” Extinction Countdown, The Revelator,
March 8 2018)
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Increase in cancers of head
and neck
Swedish evidence, from data to
2016, shows significant
increases in the following
cancers.
● Thyroid cancer, especially in
women, has increased since
2008 by over 150%.
● Cancers in the mouth,
pharynx and tongue are
increasing, with a steeper rise
since about 2008.
● Pituitary cancers also showed
a greater rise from about 2010.
● Malignant brain tumours,
glioma grade 3-4 are increasing
slightly for all ages. The number
of new cases started to increase
around 2003 among men, and
about 2010 among women.
● Malignant glioma, grade 3-4,
among men aged 50-79
years has increased more
significantly, especially since
about 2005. This is the age
group that supposedly has the
longest mobile phone users,
those aged 25-55 years at the
beginning of the 1990s. Again
men are more hit than women
who only in 2013 reached the
level which men were at in 2003
(the last lowest point for men;
since then it has been a
continuous rise).
("Cancers in the head and neck are
increasing in Sweden”, Swedish
Radiation Protection Foundation,
January 10 2018)

Sweden: new research
organisation
“The Environment and Cancer
Research Foundation” was
established in 2017 by Prof.
Hardell and other distinguished
scientists in Sweden. They
state: “The Environment and
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Cancer Research
Foundation wants to promote
scientific research on the
association between the
environment and cancer and
other chronic diseases. Our
environment with exposure to
different environmental
pollutants and to radiofrequency
radiation may contribute
considerably and be significant
factors for illness.”

Switzerland: health before 5G
The Swiss Council of States, by
22 votes to 21, refused to relax
radiation limits for mobile phone
antennas, jeopardizing the
launch, in 2020, of 5G. The
telecoms operators are furious,
but health groups are calling for
caution. Switzerland thus keeps
maximum values of non-ionizing
radiation ten times lower than in
the European Union. The
telecoms operators say the
deployment of the 5G network is
now jeopardized. Their
opponents state that the health
of the population must take
precedence. (Anouch Seydtaghia:
“The Digital Revolution in Switzerland is
Being Threatened” Le Temps, March 9
2018; translation, Towards Better
Health, March 11 2018)
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California publishes mobile
safety advice, 9 years late
The California Department of
Public Health, Division of
Environmental and
Occupational Disease Control,
in December 2017 published an
advisory: "How to Reduce
Exposure to Radio-frequency
Energy from Cell Phones",
months after a judge ruled that
the California Department of
Public Health should release its
cellphone safety guidelines.
A draft, labeled “not for public
release,” was released in March
2017 following a ruling by a
Sacramento Superior Court
judge. UC Berkeley professor
Joel Moskowitz initiated the
lawsuit against the CDPH in
2016.
Official Recommendations:
1. Keep the phone away from
the body.
2. Reduce cellphone use when
the signal is weak.
3. Reduce the use of cellphones
to stream audio or video, or to
download or upload large files.
4. Keep the phone away from
the bed at night.
5. Remove headsets when not
on a call.
6. Avoid products that claim to
block radio frequency energy;
these products may actually
increase your exposure.
(“Year after lawsuit, California health
officials release cell phone radiation
safety guide” December 13 2017)

USA lawsuit: “5G ordinance
unconstitutional”
“The Santa Fe Alliance for
Public Health and Safety filed a
lawsuit against the City of Santa
Fe in federal court on January
11 2018. The Alliance includes

doctors, health care
practitioners, psychotherapists,
artists, teachers, a Health
Department official, a city
planner, a world class athlete
and others who have lost jobs
and homes to cell towers, or
who have patients who have
lost jobs and homes to cell
towers. We are asking the court
to declare Santa Fe's 5G
ordinance unconstitutional, and
to rule that neither the State of
New Mexico nor the U.S.
government may prohibit a city
from protecting its citizens. This
is the only litigation of its kind in
the United States at the present
time.” (Arthur Firstenberg, CellPhone
Task Force, February 25 2018)

New Mexico rejects wireless
smart meters: EHS needs
The state Public Regulation
Commission unanimously
rejected Public Service
Company of New Mexico’s
proposal for a new remote
metering system. The meters,
which PNM proposed for more
than 500,000 homes, would
transmit power usage data over
mobile networks. Customers
refusing to have a meter would
have been charged a one-time
fee and $47 monthly. In other
states, opting out has been free.
"The conditions of the portion of
the population who believe they
are electromagnetically
sensitive deserve acknowledgement and consideration."
(“Regulators reject PNM plan to install
smart meters” Santa Fey New Mexican,
April 11 2018)

USA National Parks under
threat from masts
In the USA environmentalists
are pressing the National Park
Service to slow or halt
construction of new cellular

towers within park boundaries.
The NPS mission is to preserve
“unimpaired the natural and
cultural resources and values of
the National Park System.”
Telecom companies are
aggressively courting the most
popular national parks, and
under the federal
Telecommunications Act of
1996, the parks are obligated to
at least review proposals for
new cellular towers. In October
2017, Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility
found that Yosemite has quietly
approved six cellular towers in
the park. PEER said that
Yosemite is in “violation of both
federal laws and agency
policies” by approving the
towers without public notice or
environmental review. (Stewart
Leavenworth: “As Cell Service
Expands, National Parks Become
Digital Battlegrounds” Government
Technology, December 29 2017)

ties with cable companies. But
it’s going to cost the mobilephone companies, chipmakers,
device manufacturers and
software developers about $200
billion a year in research and
capital spending to get to that
point, with engineers laboring to
work around interference from
trees and rain and provide a
strong enough signal to handle
so much demand. Even if
they’re successful, making a
profit on that investment will be
difficult. In most developed
countries, like the U.S., the
wireless market has reached
saturation. New applications like
the Internet of Things may take
years to materialize, and may
not pay that much. After all,
many of these applications can
be handled by Wifi networks,
while others would likely use
onboard communications rather
than cellular for safety reasons,”
said Craig Moffett, an analyst
with MoffettNathanson LLC.”
(Olga Kharif, Scott Moritz: “Upgrade to
5G Costs $200 Billion a Year, May Not
Be Worth It” Bloomberg Technology,
December 18 2017)

5G may be uneconomic
“In the wildest dreams of
wireless engineers, the mobile
network of the future controls
our cars, lets our refrigerators
talk to the grocery store to order
more milk, and provides fast,
reliable broadband connections
to our homes so we can sever
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‘Generation Zapped’:
documentary
“Los Angeles film director
Sabine El Gemayel and
cinematographer Carolyn Chen
take us on an insightful journey
in this sharply contemporary,
crowdfunded film. The radiationemitting infrastructure behind
our digital boom is darkly
dazzling: mobile phone masts,
smart meters, the race for 5G.
Alongside such breakneck
expansion, health research is
struggling to keep pace, the film
suggests, let alone be heard..”
(Lynne Wycherley: “A Call for Screen
Protection”, Review, Resurgence &
Ecologist, Jan/Feb., 2018, p.51)

Netflix’s Dark Net alerts
people to EHS
Angela (see ES Story below)
reports being alerted to the
possibility that her terrible and
devastating ill-health over
decades was linked to, or the
result of, electrosensitivity, by
seeing Netflix’s Dark Net,
season 1 (2016), episode 5
‘Trapped’.

table at the entrance to my class
awaits mobile phones. I have
never had any problems," one
teacher said. In another school,
pupils place their phones in
named bags in an office at the
school entrance and take them
back at the end of the day. The
ban would apply to children up
to 15 but phones would be
allowed in lycees (secondary
school). (Benjamin Sportouch and
Claire Gaveau: “Blanquer sur RTL :
"Les portables seront interdits à l'école
et au collège à la rentrée 2018"
[Blanquer on RTL: "Laptops will be
banned at school and college in
September 2018"] RTL, December 10
2017; Henry Samuel: “France to
impose total ban on mobile phones in
schools” Daily Telegraph, December 11
2017; Paul Pradier: “France to ban
mobile phones in primary, middle
schools starting in September 2018”
ABC News December 13 2017)

France bans mobile in
schools and colleges
Jean-Michel Blanquer, the
French Minister of Education,
announced that mobile phones
"will be banned at school and
college from September 2018".
According to Jean-Michel
Blanquer, the question of
screens is a message of "public
health": "It is best that children
are not too much, if at all, in
front of screens before the age
of 7". Phones are already
forbidden in French classrooms
but from September pupils will
be barred from taking them out
at breaks, lunch times and
between lessons. Schools
would have to provide lockers
for pupils to store the phones
during school hours. The
practice is already in use in
many French primary
schools. "A box placed on the

Leak of French attack on Prof.
Belpomme: Grid company or
Council of Physicians?
ENEDIS, the French electric
grid operator called ERDF until
2016, has approached the
French Council of the Order of
Physicians with a complaint
against Prof. Belpomme for
delivering certificates to
electrosensitive people
(intolerant to electromagnetic
pollution) in order for them to
avoid installation of Linky
meters. Robin des Toits, a
French organisation wanting
recognition of EHS, asked Prof.
Belpomme, who wanted to
confirm the full scientific validity
of what he has done as regards
EHS. For the rest, he is relying
on the impartiality of the Council
of the Order. Robin des Toits
discovered that this complaint to
the Council of the Order was
leaked to the press (APM
dispatch and JIM article of
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December 19 2017). There can
only be two possible sources:
either Enedis or the Council of
the Order itself, the APM
dispatch mentioning an “ordinal
source”: “We were disturbed to
discover that the president of
the Council of the Order has
recently joined the Academy of
Medicine whose positions – one
could almost speak of militancy
– against the recognition of EHS
are well known.” Etienne
Cendrier, spokesperson for
Robin des Toits, wonders: “Has
Prof. Belpomme been targeted
because he was about to
scientifically establish the
causality of EHS”?
(Etienne Cendrier, National
Spokesperson: “The Council of the
Order wants to pursue the physician of
electrosensitive people” Press Release,
Robin des Toits, January 22 2018;
“France: The Council of the Order
Wants to Pursue the Physician of
Electrosensitive People” Towards
Better Health, January 23 2018)

Former French minister wants
smart meter halt
Lawyer Corinne Lepage, French
environment minister 1995-97,
has called on Nicolas Hulot, and
health minister Agnès Buzyn to
suspend the deployment of
Linky meters as a precaution,
after many users claimed EM
radiation was affecting their
health. She has called for

scientific studies "to assess the
health effects of these meters".
"If the government does not
react within two months, we will
launch a class action against
the State in the tribunal
administratif on behalf of the
mayors and citizens opposed to
Linky," Ms Lepage told Le
Parisien. Further, a lawyer is
due to file a summary judgment
on June 5 with 11 regional
courts on behalf of 3,000
householders who want the
meter withdrawn or who refuse
to have one fitted at their
homes. Meanwhile, an email
calling for the suspension of the
Linky programme, signed by 92
associations, was sent to MPs.
(“Ex-minister demands halt to Linky
meter rollout” The Connexion, April 9
2018)

Dangerous mobiles recalled
Telecom operator Orange
(formerly France Telecom) in
March 2018 recalled 90,000 cell
phones sold under its own
brand, the Hapi 30, and made
by French manufacturer
Mobiwire in its factory in Ningbo,
China. The phone emits 2.1
W/kg, over Europe's limit of 2
W/kg and the USA’s FCC limit
of 1.6 W/kg. (Jean Baptists SU:
“French Telecom Operator Orange
Recalls Cell Phone Over Excessive
Radiation, Could Lead To Cancer”
Forbes, April 5 2018)

Pakistan: mobiles banned in
hospital operating theatres
The medical director at the Lady
Reading Hospital Medical
Teaching Institution, Peshawar,
Pakistan, banned the use of
mobile phones by hospital staff
in operating theatres in a notice
of November 20 2017: "There
will be a complete ban on use of
mobile phone in operation
theatres and all kind of staff
have to keep their mobile in the
lockers.” (“Peshawar hospital bans

2003. In August 2017 the
Supreme Court overturned a
lower court's ruling that denied
compensation to a former
Samsung LCD factory worker
with multiple sclerosis. Lim Jawoon, the lawyer representing
Lee, said that 27 former
Samsung workers have been
diagnosed with brain tumours,
including 8 from Lee’s factory,
and that brain tumours are the
second-most common disease
after leukaemia. (Reuters:

use of mobile phones in operating
room” Geo News, December 7 2017)

“Samsung worker's family wins brain
tumor case” CBS News, November 14
2017)

Australia: dangerous mast
relocated
Residents took on the National
Broadband Network (NBN) over
the proposed construction of a
45m-high telecommunications
tower on Green Rd, Wamuran,
Queensland, Australia. The
planned position was just 100m
from homes and the group
raised its concerns about
residents’ health. NBN told them
they would be open to other
locations within a 2km radius of
the original site. The residents
presented 7 alternatives and
NBN retracted its original
application. (Paxton Roth: “Wamuran
residents took on NBN over proposed
site for tower - and won” Courier Mail,
December 8 2017)

Samsung worker: brain
tumour compensation
South Korea's Supreme Court
overturned an appeals court's
decision and stated that the
family of Lee Yoon-jung, a
Samsung worker who was
diagnosed with brain tumour at
30 and died two years later,
should be eligible for state
compensation for occupational
disease. Lee worked at a
Samsung chip factory 1997-
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California: firemen with ES
and “abnormal brain
function” get exemption from
5G
Outside John Hiestand’s
bedroom window is a new pole
where Verizon will soon install a
5G cell tower. “This would be
a big tower generating lots of
RF outside of our bedroom
window 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week for many years,” he
said. “Our daughter is a cancer
survivor.” Thirteen-year-old
Sophia Hiestand has been one
of many petitioning the city
council to deny this cell tower. “I
mostly talked about my cancer
and how it affected me, even
though you’re not supposed to

talk about health issues, I still
did,” Hiestand said. However,
according to the Telecommunications Act, based on science
from 1996, the city can’t
consider health concerns. “I find
it really unfair,” said Hiestand.
Hayward Assembly member Bill
Quirk co-authored legislation
that would make it even harder
for cities like Piedmont to object
to a tower. But the International
Association of Firefighters
disagrees. It began opposing
cell towers on fire stations, after
firefighters complained of health
problems.
Dr. Gunnar Heuser, who
conducted a pilot study on
firefighters at a station with cell
towers, said: “These firefighters
developed symptoms. The
symptoms included problems
with memory, problems with
intermittent confusion, problems
with weakness. We found
abnormal brain function in all of
the firefighters we examined.”
Heuser says their brain scans
suggest even low-level RF can
cause cell damage and he
worries about more vulnerable
groups like kids.

“So if school teachers and
parents had a strong lobby and
they ask you to pass something
that would prevent these from
going up near schools, would
you do that?” the reporters
asked Quirk. His response: “If I
couldn’t get the votes any other
way!”
Anthony Stefani started with the
San Francisco Fire Department
in 1974. The 28-year veteran
retired as the captain of Rescue
1 in 2003. He notes that current
regulations don’t take into
account continuous low-level
exposure from these small cells
24-hours a day. He also says
some fellow firefighters reported
that their symptoms
disappeared when they move to
a station without a tower.
(Julie Watts, Abigail Sterling:
“ConsumerWatch: 5G Cellphone
Towers Signal Renewed Concerns
Over Impacts On Health” CBS SF Bay
Area, January 25, 2018)

So, following lobbying by
firefighters, assembly-man Quirk
and his co-author exempted fire
stations from their bill, making
them one place cell companies
couldn’t put a tower. This was
the first piece of legislation
where somebody got an
exemption because they were
concerned about health. Quirk
agreed that he exempted the
firefighters because they
are strong lobbyists.
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Omnicide: countries dying;
Russia will win
According to Dr Klinghardt,
Russia and Iran have some of
the strictest rules governing the
amplitude of cellphone radiation.
"My brother sent this [video] to
me (and I have a Russian
colleague working with me) of a
lecture that Putin gave to his
assembly [where he] basically
said, 'We do not need to go to
war with America. America is
committing collective suicide by
the way they are using
electricity. We just have to wait
until they are all in the
psychiatric hospital.' [Putin]
wants Russia to be a strong
nation again. He is doing it by
limiting the electromagnetic
exposures, knowing it's going to
create a whole different crop of
children that are going to grow
up to be intelligent, to be
leaders in the world, to be
scientists. [The U.S. is] a dying
nation, basically, because of the
way we are fluoridating the
water, the way we have adapted
the vaccine program, the
electro-smoke. We've created a
perfect storm to dumb down a
whole nation." (Dr Mercola, “The
Importance of Electromagnetic Field
Remediation In the Treatment of
Chronic Disease” December 10 2017)
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LAWSUIT TO REMOVE RADIATION FROM EHS PERSON
Evelyn Reimann, 38 years old, is in bad
shape. Since 2000 during her first mobile phone
call, she has had strong pain going through her
head. She has been in treatment for years. At first
the doctors were perplexed. Over time, a
diagnosis emerged: sensitivity to electric radiation
and the family doctor says she is suffering from
electrosensitivity.
She had to give up her studies twice because she
could not bear the radiation at the university. As a
"literary philosopher", she has written and
published two novels. In mid-2015, she went to
live in Lucerne where she also suffered from
radiation. She thus decided to return to the
country. But there the symptoms reappeared.

Swisscom said the radiation was below the legal
limits. Peter proposed that Swisscom should
install fibre optic cables to dwellings in the
neighbourhood within three months. But
Swisscom refused. At the end of 2017, her father
became co-president of the parliamentary group
on non-ionizing radiation and wants modern fibre
optics in place of the copper internet.
In autumn 2017, the chief Swisscom lobbyist
invited National Councillor Reimann and the
biologist-electrician Peter to a meeting with
Gregor Dürrenberger, director of the research
foundation for electricity and mobile
communication, to fix the problem. Two worlds
collided: Peter, who has helped 12,000 persons
affected by electrosmog as a contractor, and
Dürrenberger, whose foundation is co-financed by
Swisscom. Dürrenberger talked about the nocebo
effect but could not exclude that there could be a
small minority of hypersensitive people.

Since November 2015, she has hardly been able
to stay in Gipf-Oberfrick, Aargau, because of
Swisscom. "I have headaches, tachycardia and
difficulties breathing. After two nights, I was
exhausted," she said. "It was severe on the fixed
phone. Then, I realized for the first time that
something else wasn't right." Before, she always
felt comfortable here: she slept in the office in the
basement, sheltered from cell phone radiation.
In October 2015, Swisscom finished vectorization
at Gipf-Oberfrick. This technology allows more
rapid access to the internet by means of copper
cables and is principally used in rural areas. 10
meters behind the house a bundle of cables
traverses the Reimann's garden, transmitting
signals to the neighbours. While being replaced
by new fibre optic non-radiating cables, the old
copper cables have to transmit higher band widths
in rural areas. Evelyn could no longer work,
remained isolated professionally and socially, and
lived with the support of her parents. "I am merely
a survivor. It is hell."
Reimann requested the help of a biologistelectrician Josef Peter. He electrically grounded
the house and protected it against the mobile
phone masts 500 meters from the village. But as
Ms. Reimann continued to suffer, Peter identified
the copper cables as being the cause. "Swisscom
uses them as antennas transmitting short
waves". Unlike mobile radiation, the waves go
ES-UK Newsletter - Spring 2018 Vo.16 No.1

through the ground and cement. You cannot
protect yourself from that."

In December 2017, the Reimanns' lawyers
presented several briefs against Swisscom to the
Office for the Environment of canton Aargau, the
Federal Office of Communication and the
commission for competition and price control. The
Office of the Environment immediately asked
Swisscom to eliminate the radiation emitted by the
copper cables at Gipf-Oberfrick. For the internet,
copper can be replaced by fibre optics. Under the
law on the protection of the environment, parasitic
emissions that are not useful must be avoided,
even if they are not harmful to health.
Ms.Reimann knows that her symptoms are not
due to psychological suffering because she had
“never heard of vectorization until I realized that
something was wrong." Swisscom affirmed that it
is not interested in technologies which present a
risk to health but it cannot guarantee that
vectorization is harmless.
(From: Marco Metzler: “How the Daughter of Maximilian
Reimann, National Councillor UDC , is Fighting against
Swisscom for Her Survival” March 4 2018, trans. TBH)
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ES STORIES
“Daily torture, living in hell”
My name is Angela, please read my story.
(December 2017).
I am writing to thank all that acknowledge and
understand the detrimental health effects of
electromagnetic sensitivity - wireless frequency's
effects on human health. I only came across this
four weeks ago after watching a programme,
which led me to investigate further and I am
flabbergasted at the torment EHS has on the
body. I believe now this has been my issue most
of my adult life and I am one of the highly
sensitive beings.
If I had known about EHS my life may have turned
out differently, battling numerous unexplained
symptoms most of my life and then three years of
almost being bed-ridden with no end to the daily
torture and illness my mind, body and soul has
had to go through. I have often described this to
many as living in hell, and have thought about
taking my own life a few times, as no human
being should have to go through this much pain
and suffering.
I am seeking urgent help, I don't know where to
turn or even what to do anymore, I don't have
anywhere to go. I have looked at renting rural
properties which are expensive and I have no
money to cover costs to do this. Even if this
means setting up a funding page for donations to
help me cover the costs of renting if only to get
the chance to heal, I don't mind my story being
shared, I am that ill. I want and need the help. If
anyone could possibly lead me in the right
direction for now, or any suggestion, this would be
very much appreciated.
I have seen many doctors for different issues,
even physiology. All my bloods and scans come
back good in their eyes with no idea of what could
be wrong. I guess that my body has never had the
chance to heal with being in the high frequency
zones for so long. I have put myself through
regular meditations, mindfulness, homeopathy,
diet changes, juicing, given up smoking,
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chiropractors, vitamin therapies - everything I
could possibly help myself with to no avail. I have
spent all my savings on rehab for depression five
years ago, a private operation for my back last
year (thinking this was my problem with the spinal
column). I have tried for home help from social
services, which was refused, and I am really tired
of always having to fight the government system,
this plus a NHS system (another horror story). I
live on my own. There are days I hardly can
muster the strength to get myself a cup of tea. I
found it hard to believe that someone fit and able
could be going through such torment to the body
and have no answers medically, I have even
thought myself crazy.

A bit of back ground. I am 49 years old soon to be
50. I live in Paisley, Scotland less than ½ mile
crow’s fly from the airport and train station in a
high radiation zone area - phone masts
everywhere you look. I live in a block of flats with
neighbours’ wifi and my own (not knowing the
dangers), and my next door neighbours have a
smart meter. At 26-27 yrs I got my first mobile
phone and have worked all my life mainly with
computers, internet business for the past 7 yrs. I
have been unable to work now for the past 2 yrs.
At 27 yrs a goitre appeared. After 2 yrs of
attending endocrine and blood tests they were
discharging me from the clinic. I was adamant
there was something wrong. They decided to take
a biopsy. The biospy came back with abnormal
cells: half of my thyroid was removed within
weeks and I was talked through possible cancer.
Fortunately none was there. Blood tests for
thyroid were just below and in range from there
forward. Around the same time, after standing

from a sitting position I heard a pop in my lower
back, sciatica pains on the right side. I just let it
ride out with pain medications. I also had gone
through a period of terrible torso itching, had from
time to time chest pains and arm pains and
shoulder pains unexplained that would come and
go occasionally along with sleep disturbances and
sometimes feeling as if I could fall asleep even
whilst standing, I lost gripping in my right foot
especially, and an open shoe would fall off. I put a
lot of this down to my thyroid issues and I was just
putting up with it. In 2004 I had a bad fall and had
lower back pain sciatica on my right side. After
scans this showed a massive hernia, and 5 weeks
later, not knowing the consequences, had bone
fusion laminectomy L5 to L2. Metal pins are still
there. I have right-sided foot drop and developed
caudia equina syndrome (bowel and bladder
issues) and walked with a slight limp. All have
been manageable but have all gotten worse over
time. 3 yrs ago my whole body crashed and
burned as they say. I now have crutches and
walking aids. I can hardly walk or manage normal
daily tasks without chronic pain, illness and
exhaustion. Last winter my body felt as if I was
having some sort of seizures. The tenseness and
pain were immense. My body felt like a brick. I got
no comfort even in my bed. I could feel my whole
body vibrate and a buzzing sound go on and off.
When the clocks went back this year I could feel
huge surges through my body. Winter time seems
more intense, as some of this eased off around
April time. July this year my ANA test (immune
system) came back positive. I had several bladder
infections this year. I live my life now either on the
toilet or in bed. This is the last 20 yrs in brief.
My symptoms now are bone pain from scull to
toes, bone creaking ,body spasms and stabbing
shooting pains all over body, as well as burning
and itching from the inside out, high tenseness,
agitation, heart palpitation, my sinus areas, eyes,
nose and ears feel dried out, blurred twitching
eyes, severe back, neck and head pains,
crunching static noises in my head, and
numbness all over, no balance, no focus, crying
onsets everyday, skin of a bluish-red colour,
extreme dryness, rapidly ageing skin, looks about
100 years old, vomiting nausea, sensitive to
medications, chemical reactions, burning stomach
and oesophagus, can't hold bladder or bowel
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when urgency strikes, more so when out and
about in supermarkets, and chronic fatigue doing
the smallest tasks. I have a constant feeling of unwellness. I have regular falls, can hardly get
myself up off the ground, never mind trying to
bend down for something. I have a feeling of
hopelessness and the mental and physical torture
is too much for anyone to endure.

Holland: trying to escape wifi and mobiles
“it’s better to have your mum around”
From the report by Tim Fraanie in Vice:
“I contacted two women dealing with EHS, Nanny
and Martine, who invited me to spend the day with
them in their wifi-free bunkers. Martine picks me
up at the train station in Steensel, a small town in
the south of the Netherlands. As soon as I get in
her car, she politely asks me to turn off my phone
– or, at the very least, put it on flight mode. Since I
don't want to make her feel sick and I'm here for
the full experience, I do what she asks. Martine,
who's in her forties, used to work in the legal
department of a high-profile refugee support
organisation in Amsterdam. That was until she
started feeling the need to get away from the
overdose of wifi and radiation, and flee the city.
"I was completely burned out," Martine tells me.
"You sort of force yourself to just keep going until
something breaks inside you." Martine says she is
one of the few people in the Netherlands who
have been granted unemployment benefits based
on her symptoms – though the authorities which
granted it haven't officially declared EM radiation
to be the cause of her symptoms.
We arrive at Martine’s home – a wooden house
built right next to her parent’s place. Her dad, a
scientist, also has EHS, and considers himself an
expert on blocking out radiation.
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Martine’s friend, Nanny, who's in her fifties, has
been staying with her the last few days to get a
break from the electromagnetic fields in her own
home. She runs the website EHS Sichtbaar,
which she hopes will raise awareness of the
unhealthy effects of the ever-present wifi in our
daily lives. Her husband helps run the website,
though his love for gadgets often gets the better
of him. "John loves his smartwatch," Nanny says.
"but it makes me so ill it has to live in a drawer for
now."
Nanny doesn’t hate technology, but she wants to
see wifi replaced with something healthier. Nanny
never goes outside without wearing her protective
headgear, which looks like a beekeeper's hat
made out of silver wiring. Just ordering the outfit
alone was a huge ordeal – Nanny can’t use a
computer or talk on the phone without falling sick
for the rest of the day.

Nanny takes me for a walk around the woods
behind Martine's home, and explains why she
thinks radiation might be the new asbestos. "A lot
of people just assume it’s safe and tested, or don’t
even want to think about it at all," she says.
"There are so many terrible things happening in
the world, I can understand why people just want
to get on with their lives without having to worry
about radiation pollution."
I ask if I can test the radiation detector device to
see if it really works. Martine gives me the goahead to switch my phone on for a few seconds.
When I turn off flight mode, messages from the
outside world start flooding my phone. Soon after,
the radiation meter starts squeaking hysterically,
with alarm lights flashing bright red. Embarrassed,
I turn off my 4G and the detector falls silent. A few
seconds later, I secretly turn my phone back on to
be sure the meter isn't being manually operated
by Nanny or Martine. But just as before, it
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screams and flickers, detecting my phone’s
electromagnetic field.
Nanny normally lives with her family in Geldrop, a
town about half an hour's drive away. But every
so often, when she finds the EM radiation around
her overwhelming, Nanny visits Martine and her
dad for a few days to recover. She is returning
home today after five days with her friend, and
has invited me to come along. As Martine drives
us both out, I’m struck by how uncomfortable
Nanny must be, leaving the relative safety of the
woods to return to an environment which is
making her sick. We mainly stick to country roads
to stay as far clear of transmission towers as we
can. "At a certain point, you start seeing them
everywhere," Martine says.
Nanny's husband John, her two teenage
daughters, her visiting mother-in-law and the
family dog are all there to welcome her back.
"Nanny, don’t sit there," her mother-in-law warns
her. "John and I measured earlier and that’s the
worst spot in the entire house."
On my tour of their home, Nanny tells me the
walls are plastered with special anti-radiation paint
and that the kitchen is covered in tin foil to keep
out the neighbours' wifi. Nanny says that's still not
enough to rid the house of radiation completely,
because "there is an electromagnetic field in the
fuse box". So Nanny lives in a caravan in the
garden, but comes inside for dinner. "It was fun in
the beginning," she explains. "It felt like being on
holiday. But now I’d love to be able to
permanently move back inside the house."
Just as I'm about to leave, Nanny brings out her
line of novelty T-shirts, which she created with her
husband and sells on their website. The shirts
have anti-radiation slogans printed on them, like
"Want kids? Don’t fuck with your phone", and
"Feeling Blue-tooth?" After I say my goodbyes,
Nanny asks her daughters to escort me to the
nearest bus stop. I ask them how they feel about
their mum being away so often. "It was nice to
have wifi for a few days," they tell me, "but in the
end, it’s better to have your mum around."
(Tim Fraanie: “The People Who Claim They're Allergic to
Wifi” Vice, January 27 2018)
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Six people with EHS in Holland

(From Florian van Rees: "Sick from Radiation: Testimonies
from Electrohypersensitive People in the Netherlands"
(Towards Better Health, Jan. 17 2018, about six people in
Holland affected by EM exposure. From: "Ziek van straling"
[Sick of Radiation], Algemeen Dagblad, Jan. 14 2018)

1. He is 31 but feels 85
Rik Bodewes is 31, but he sometimes feels 85.
Some eleven years ago his complaints started
when the library where he often went got wifi. With
the arrival of 4G and strong routers, he quickly
went downhill. He gets tired very quickly, has sore
muscles, cannot relax, experiences a pressure on
his heart and problems with his digestion. In the
room he rented in Drunen, he sleeps under a
radiation-resistant ‘mosquito’ net. He usually
wears protective clothing. Rik does not have a job,
because he lacks energy for even simple,
sedentary work. He goes to daytime activities. He
has a computer, wired of course.
2. Radiation refugee: 2 hours headache from
10 minutes wifi
Dinette Cologne (52) wears protective clothes
when she goes shopping. Her gauze is made from
stainless steel. Under her clothes she wears a
self-stitched blouse and a pair of cotton trousers
woven with copper and silver - all to exclude as
much radiation as possible, because ten minutes
of wifi gives two hours of headaches. Dinette
previously lived in Haarlem. There she wrestled
for years indoors and outdoors with headaches,
restlessness, a ‘weird’ head, burning eyes and
becoming more morose. After she had made the
connection between her sickness, a radio mast
and her new neighbours’ wifi, she left the
‘radiation’ city. There is less radiation in the
Frisian countryside and it is peaceful. She feels
she is a radiation refugee.
3. Living in a silver Faraday cage
Two ‘mosquito’ nets with silver wire protect Henk
de Moei (64) against the high-frequency
electromagnetic radiation of an UMTS mast.
There is a radiation protection cloth on the floor. In
2012 Henk suffered from fatigue, insomnia and
more unexplained complaints. After endless
searching and measuring, he came to the
conclusion that it was caused by the new
telephone network. Moving house would be a
solution, but Henk lives close to the Utrecht
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station and within walking distance of the centre.
He reads his mail in the library. So Henk stays
alive and sleeps on the tenth floor in his silver
‘Faraday cage’ which repels radiation.

4. Twitches, wheezing, banging in the head,
240 heartbeat
The highly sensitive Wally Verboog (60) from
Werkhoven noticed 30 years ago that she is
sensitive to radiation from wireless communication. And that has only come with wifi and 4G.
When she is exposed to it, she develops twitches,
wheezing, banging in her head and “feeling her
energy”. In an ‘overdose’ she gets a heartbeat of
240, against which no pill helps. To protect
herself, Wally wears a home-made blouse and
headscarf made of silver fabric. The fabric costs
€100 per square meter, but it does exclude 95%
of the radiation. She also uses a lot of the material
at home. There the walls are also treated with
carbon paint and an aluminium fabric.
5. At her wit’s end
Letters to the municipality and the housing
corporation and lawsuits did not help. Maria van
Tongeren (71) finds no relief from her testimony
that she has been suffering from exposure to
high-frequency electromagnetic fields for 15
years. Tinnitus, head pain and cramps in her
stomach and abdomen: Nothing causes the
radiation to decrease. It is a losing battle and she
is at her wit’s end.
Moving from the heart of Amsterdam to Zaansta
has not brought a solution and she does not have
money for another house; Everything has gone
into radiation-protection measures. One side of
her house is covered with aluminium foil from top
to bottom. Maria cannot go anywhere because
everywhere there is more radiation instead of
less. She sees no way out.
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6. Cannot go to church with wifi
Jan Janszen (77) has been living in a caravan on
the grounds of a farmer in Zeewolde for more than
nine years. Previously he lived in a nice flat with
new furnishings. But he moved out when he
developed strange symptoms: insomnia, sore
muscles, excess mucus and dizziness. He
attributes his symptoms to the radio masts on the
roof. Now he returns to the flat only to take a
shower and do the laundry. Once back in his
caravan covered with foil, he needs days to
recover. He is spending his days reading the
Bible. He cannot go to church anymore, because
it also has wifi.

Canadian professor with EHS:
opponents “bigoted, prejudiced and
discriminatory”
David Fancy, a dramatic
arts professor at Brock
University in St.
Catharines, Ontario,
Canada, first noticed ES
while was living in
Montreal in the early
2000s. He got headaches
and heard ringing in his ears after he used his cell
phone. It got worse when he moved into an
apartment near power lines and a cell tower. It got
so bad, he had to move out.
He finally discovered an explanation that seemed
to make sense: EHS. "Simplest terms, it's an

allergy to human-made electromagnetic
emissions. There was an extensive period where I
had to live outside because I was unable to
tolerate being indoors. Simply being in the
electrical environment of a household was
impossible."
David expressed frustration with the skepticism
over EHS: "Anybody who wholesale disregards
the lived experience of thousands or tens of
thousands of people, without investigating or
trying to understand them, in this day and age, is
described as bigoted, prejudiced and
discriminatory. I'm comfortable with skepticism, as
long as the skeptics take time to look at all the
research."
He lived in a woodlot in the Niagara region for
three years, 2004-08. At Brock, he was able to
continue teaching at a location off campus. "You
go through an initial phase of feeling hunted,
frankly, where you don't understand the
correlation between the trigger and the
experience."
He worked with a team of environmental
physicians and is now able to tolerate EM fields at
low levels or for short durations. He built himself a
house out in the country, specially designed to
limit exposure. He's also been helping others
who've had similar experiences, and is hopeful
that EHS will become more widely recognized and
treated.
(“Canadians claiming to have 'electromagnetic
hypersensitivity' feel forced to escape modern life” Out in the
Open with Piya Chattopadhyay, CBC Radio, January 14
2018; 12 minute interview.)

DATA PROTECTION
We aim to hold your name and address securely in ES-UK’s database.
If you wish ES-UK to remove your details and you wish to stop receiving the Newsletter,
please email enquirers@es-uk.info
or write to The Treasurer at the BM Box address.
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Electrosensitivity UK (ES-UK)
www.es-uk.info
Aims: 1. To help people suffering
from electrosensitivity.
2. To educate the public
about electrosensitivity
and related areas.
- for all people sensitive to
electromagnetic fields and
radiation Founded 2003
Registered Charity No.: 1103018
Contacts
• BM Box ES-UK, London,
WC1N 3XX
• Telephone: 0845 643 9748
• enquirers@es-uk.info

Support ES-UK
Paypal (on the website)
Cheques, payable to ES-UK,
should be sent to:
The Treasurer, BM Box ES-UK,
London, WC1N 3XX
from who you can obtain Standing
Order, Direct Debit and Gift Aid
declaration forms.
A donation of £15 per year, or
whatever you can afford, helps with
the running costs of ES-UK.

Trustees
Michael Bevington (chair)
Sarah Dacre
Brian Stein CBE
Dr Andrew Tresidder
Phil Watts
Medical Advisers
Dr Stephen Brookes
Dr Erica Mallery-Blythe
Scientific Advisers
Dr Andrew Goldsworthy
Dr Magda Havas
Professor Denis Henshaw
Professor Olle Johansson

Resources
Please see the website www.es-uk.info for the following resources.
• ES Directory: an independent list of suppliers of equipment for ES people
• Letter to doctors on Electrosensitivity, by Dr Andrew Tresidder
• Letter to psychologists on Electrosensitivity, by Dr Andrew Tresidder
• Disability Letter
• Selected ES and EHS Studies (list of peer-reviewed articles and links)
• Electromagnetic Sensitivity and Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity: A Summary
by Michael Bevington (new edition, 2013)
• Copies of past Newsletters
• ES-UK Leaflet (see right). This leaflet explains what ES is, with notes on its
symptoms and causes (updated January 2018). Give it to anyone interested.
Newsletter
Thanks to Gordon Flavell for the use
of photographs © and to Brian Stein
for printing and distribution.

Contributions for the ES-UK Newsletter on any subject related to
Electrosensitivity are welcome. Please send them to the Editor:
Michael Bevington, BM Box ES-UK, London, WC1N 3XX,
or email: michael@es-uk.info

Electro-sensitivity (ES) or Electromagnetic-Hypersensitivity (EHS) is a physical intolerance which can
develop from exposure to things like mobile phones, WiFi, mobile phone masts, computers, cordless phones,
smart meters, low energy lighting, powerlines and substations.
• Common symptoms: headaches, skin problems, sleep disruption, lethargy, depression, memory loss,
muscle pains, cardiac palpitations, irritability and some cancers.
• Diagnostic tests include: 3d fMRI, cerebral blood perfusion scans, heart rate variability, genetic DNA
sequencing, a personal history tracking the onset of the hyper-sensitivity and EM exposure.
• The key treatment: avoidance of the radiation, especially in sleeping areas. Some sufferers use military-style
shielding or protective clothing, or have to live in a remote area away from man-made radiation. As healthy a
lifestyle as possible is also advised.
• Numbers of severely sensitive people are under 1%, but up to 40% of all adults are subconsciously sensitive
to EM exposures because of long-term inflammatory conditions. Some EHS are also chemically sensitive.
• The different condition of Electrophobia, or a nocebo effect, is psychological and affects perhaps only 1%
of people with real physiological EHS. Electrophobia requires prior psychological conditioning and therefore
cannot apply to children, unaware adults and animals, all of which can suffer real physical electrosensitivity.
• Electrosensitivity was first described in the medical literature in 1932. It is now recognised legally as a
disability in many countries. It began with electrical, radio and radar workers. Since then it has spread into the
general population, as mobile phones, phone masts, wifi and wireless smart meters have become common. It
is considered a functional impairment and under the Equality Act requires reasonable adjustments.
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